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THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF RADIONICS

By The Radionist

To start with a definition -- Radionics is an art by which diagnostic data is obtained through use of equipment which enables a trained operator to detect and measure differential radiations by the different organs and tissues of the body.

Other uses of the equipment include detecting, ascertaining the location in the body, and measuring the amplitude of various types of pathology and adverse conditions of tissue, and similarly to detect, locate and measure any foreign micro-organisms, parasites, and other irritant factors that contribute to disease. Also the use of the equipment for resonance tests by which the effect of any proposed remedy such as a vitamin, mineral, homeopathic substance or nutritional concentrate can be pre-determined with regard to any organ, system or function of the body. Last but not least, the administration of subtle forms of energy for treatment.

These treatment energies are of sufficiently low power to approximately match the level of amplitude of the body's own nerve currents; their unique feature, which differentiates them from all other forms of electrical or electronic therapy, is that they can be modified through a very wide range of tuning so as to selectively affect any organ, gland, or type of tissue desired -- either to stimulate under-active function or inhibit over-active function. The treatment energies can also be tuned to neutralize or cause the body to excrete harmful deposits or accumulations of irritant substances or micro-organisms, with specific tunings for each different substance or type of micro-organism.

The effects of or results from the use of radionics varies from outstanding and even phenomenal success, through a scale of fair or mediocre results, down to a lack of benefit, depending entirely on the equipment used, the techniques applied, and the level of skill and understanding of the operator.

It is the purpose of this series to give an outline of the history of radionics, the different types of equipment that have been developed and used in this field, their advantages and weak points, and to discuss in condensed form both the benefits that have been obtained from radionics and the problems involved in its use.

To understand the origin of radionics, one must first look into its predecessor, E.R.A. These letters stand for the Electronic Reactions of Abrams. Radionics is not the same as E.R.A., but is an outgrowth of it. Without E.R.A. there would probably
have been no radionics.

THE RADIATIONAL NATURE OF DISEASE

The originator of E.R.A. was Dr. Albert Abrams, M.D. of San Francisco, California. He was born Dec. 8, 1863 and died Jan. 13, 1924. He obtained his medical education at University of Heidelberg in Germany – the country which at that time led the world in medical advancement. He took postgraduate courses in London, Berlin, Paris and Vienna. In fact he was one of the most highly trained medical physicians of his time. He held numerous posts of honor; there were many publications to his credit; and he was held in the highest respect and admiration by the medical profession of the United States up until the time that he propounded the theory of E.R.A. That theory was so far in advance of the thinking of his period, that he then became a lonely figure in the medical profession of the United States, though the profession in England was more open-minded in its approach to E.R.A.

Late in the last century, when Dr. Abrams was taking postgraduate work at University of Heidelberg, he studied under a Professor De Sauer, who lectured extensively on the concept of the radiational nature of disease. Dr. Abrams was so impressed with those lectures that upon his return to California he embarked on an extensive series of experiments to test the validity of Professor De Sauer's theories. The results of numerous experiments convinced him that those theories were correct. The mention two of the experiments as illustrative examples:

1. A test-tube of TB bacillus culture, held by means of adhesive tape to a location over the 3rd and 4th dorsal spinal segments of a healthy person, produced blanching of the face that was typical of a tubercular. Upon removal of the test-tube of culture, blanching ceased.

2. Dr. Abrams diagnosed tumors by a characteristic dull sound elicited by percussion upon certain areas of the patient's abdomen. Patients without tumors did not manifest the dull sound. After diagnosing a tumor in a patient in this manner, the growth was removed by surgery, and then strapped to the forehead of a healthy person. Thereupon, that individual exhibited the same diagnostic dull sound upon abdominal percussion, that had manifested in the patient from whom the tumor had been taken! Upon removal of the tumor from the healthy person's forehead, the dull sound disappeared.

The phenomena involved in these and numerous other experiments, pointed directly to the radiational nature of disease. The test-tube of TB bacillus radiated something into the healthy subject's body, that induced a TB symptom. Radiation from the tumor tissue produced a diagnostic signal indicative of a tumor, so long as the tumor tissue was within radiational range of the healthy subject. The evidence from Dr. Abrams' long series of experiments was so overwhelming, that he thoroughly accepted De Sauer's
concept, and initiated a program of research and development to produce equipment for practical use of that concept.

**ELECTRONIC REACTIONS OF ABRAMS**

The first book devoted exclusively to the development of E.R.A. was Dr. Abrams' "New Concepts in Diagnosis and Treatment", published about 1910. This followed very closely upon Spondylo-therapy editions referring to E.R.A. -- the 5th edition and possibly an earlier edition. Many of the preliminary experiments which led to the development of E.R.A. are detailed in the book "New Concepts in Diagnosis and Treatment".

In accordance with the results of over a decade of experiments, Dr. Abrams propounded two basic hypotheses:

1. That all matter radiates, and that the characteristics of the radiations from any type of matter are dependent upon the molecular constituents of the material involved. (Author's note -- this means that every different element or compound has a radiation differing from the radiation emitted by any other element or compound.)

2. That the radiations emitted by the different types of matter (and by the different organs of a living organism) can be detected, selectively differentiated, and the radiational amplitudes measured, by a trained operator using relatively simple equipment.

The first hypothesis was in contradiction to scientific principles as understood by the scientific community of Abrams' time. It was believed then that only the so-called radio-active elements radiated, such as radium, uranium, etc. It was not until after the advent of atomic physics that science evolved to the point where it recognized that all matter radiates. See any scientific text on "magnetic resonance", including two types: NMR (neutron magnetic resonance), and EMR (electronic magnetic resonance).

In scientific encyclopedias, one can now look up these subjects and see diagrams and descriptions of elaborate laboratory set-ups that prove the existence of radiation from non-radioactive elements. These laboratory set-ups involve the use of extremem of temperature and pressure (or vacuum), in conjunction with element samples and electrical circuits. There is a different set-up for each element involved. The set-ups are cumbersome and expensive; but at least they prove the underlying principle, first propounded in modern times by Dr. Albert Abrams.

The second hypothesis has not received any general acceptance by the scientific community as yet, although it is self-evident to every successful radionics operator, and to any accomplished radiesthesist.

(To be continued)
A WARNING SACRIFICE FOR THE NATION

By Samuel Bowles

From His, "Contrasts In Spirit Life"

Once more from the unseen land I will try to pen thoughts for the multitude. . . I would not have you understand that we are bound to earth in any way to make us uncomfortable, but is it not well to keep up a knowledge of the land that is constantly sending us its fruits (through death)? But whether we would or not, it little matters. The great law of Nature cannot be changed by the will of one or many individuals.

I have often heard the question asked, if the spirit world knows so much, why did spirits not warn and prevent the shooting of President Garfield? We did know it and in several instances foretold it. But all we could have done would not have prevented the great sacrifice; for look upon it as you may, it is a sacrifice and one with a meaning.

Nation! take the warning and now cleanse your robes; for this is only the beginning unless you as men with souls, awake to your duty. The heart of the nation is rotten, and the bullet that pierced your fallen hero is only the outgrowth of what you as men have, with closed eyes, permitted. Are you as a nation educating your people to that which will be of greatest good to the greatest number? No! Gold is God, and in choosing even for the humblest affairs, those are chosen who can in some way benefit hangers-on. So there is ring within ring until your nation's capital is reached. We view constantly the sickening intrigues that exist there.

Had James A. Garfield been a bad man he would have had the same seat of power; for the great tide rolled that way; but he could not be bought or sold; and in spirit life he will shrink from what might have been his duty if he had lived on earth.

I intend, in a special work, with the help of others, to ventilate most thoroughly politics as viewed from a spirit standpoint. But in this book of experiences I hardly deem it safe (for his medium, Carrie E.S. Twing, and the Star Publishing Co.) to venture into the bogs that send the malaria of the earth's politics. Much was done to save your loved President, not only on the earth side but with us; yet when all hope had ceased, a large number from our side were chosen to help him come to us.

It was a picture for an artist to see men like Abraham Lincoln earnestly striving to help his brother over, who like him was a sacrifice on the altar of the nation. Tears were in many eyes.
when the awakening came to him; but so tenderly was he cared for; so heartfelt was spirit help, that his only feeling was, "Now I can rest"; and he is resting. The tears of his brave wife, the moans of his fatherless ones, disturb him not. A nation's wail is only as a sigh of the wind to him.

DON'T SEND YOUR ASSASSINS TO US!

Garfield rests, without thought of malice or revenge; and when the awakening from the rest comes, I know his will be the first hand raised to prevent the sacrifice of another life. Oh! Nation, how low you stoop when you feel you will have any satisfaction in the execution of Guiteau! If you, according to your law, take his life, you take what you cannot give; and in your hearts are murderers too.

Keep him there, where he can do no harm. If his body was sick you would try to heal it; but you are ministers of an empty gospel, if you cannot see that his soul is sick. It takes a long time to cure a sick soul. Don't send it blood-stained to us, but give it a chance to be cured in earth life where the deed was done. Beside, in shutting out his earth life you are closing the mouth of a valuable witness, that, when the spirit of truth has done its work, will speak and show you how to avoid greater breakers on the turbulent sea that surrounds you. My interest in this life is so united to the interests of the past that, viewing all as clearly as I do now, I sometimes forget I am not a man among men, instead of the risen. (Sept. 22, 1881)

BOWLES ANSWERS QUESTIONS

"Who were appointed to help President Garfield over?"

"The immediate relatives of the family were of course there, although I did not learn their names. Abraham Lincoln, because of his sympathy with this new martyr for the nation. Epes Sargent, not because he knew Garfield personally, but because of his superior knowledge of the laws of separating soul and body, and the magnetic currents necessary. William H. Seward was there, because he loved all noble workers for the nation. Beside many who were with Garfield during the national conflict and loved him as a brother. Also, Dr. Benjamin Rush, a noted worker here.

(Dr. Benjamin Rush, 1745-1813, Philadelphia physician, signer of the Declaration of Independence, founder of the first anti-slavery society in America.)

"Dr. Rush's mission it was to throw off the terrible strain of the minds of the attendants upon the dying man, so that he might pass more quickly into spirit life; as he was undoubtedly kept hours longer in suffering than he need to have been, because of the determination of his physicians and attendants that he should not die."

"What might have been Garfield's duty had he lived, from which
he now sees he would have shrunk?"

"This is a broad question and one involving much time if fully answered. With his sense of right he would have felt obliged to change many things. Perhaps offending people, by making appointments with a view to the greatest good of the greatest number, instead of self-aggrandizement to the one appointed. Also looking into the Pension business which he thought was carried on most unfairly, and in short, casting out evils that have been tolerated too long. No one but Garfield himself could have carried out the policy of Garfield."

THE BLACK-ROBED FIGURES BEHIND GUITEAU

"What testimony could Guiteau give that would be a help to the nation?"

"At this crisis I prefer not to give what Guiteau might say as that will come under the head of 'political corruptions', and would be anticipating. If I am allowed to write this book I must work sharp to avoid suits of libel on publishers, and name places where these organizations are and where they assemble, avoiding names as much as possible. That Guiteau was worked upon from his love of notoriety to so immortalize himself will be proved. I must see how much of the real truth will be right to give, by meeting in consultation the wiser ones, such as the founders of your nation, and thus enable me to be sure of my footing, lest I do more harm than good.

"I might answer briefly that were Guiteau's life spared he might, through confinement and spirit-teaching, learn to tell the truth, and divulge the names of those who prompted him to the deed. But it would lengthen your book out too much, and mix the sober teachings of earth life and its realities to the spiritual too much for me to enter at length into this topic. These sentences have been chosen. They will have their effect. If possible, as soon as the book is published, I will give you the names of some of the private communists, and ask you to send them a copy, marking the passages, and it will do its work. I do not think it wise to say more here..."

"How do you help people over to Spirit Life? Please illustrate by a description of Garfield's passing out of his earthly body?"

"You have given me a question that taxes my powers of description. We were at the bedside of the sufferer before the last alarming symptoms had been noticed, and I well remember that his own relatives and personal friends in spirit life, gave place to our band, or those before-mentioned as appointed to surround Garfield. He appeared to be sleeping.

"If it were possible for you to see the nervous system and note where the nerves are most connected with the bodily tissues..."
and especially along the spinal column, connecting with the brain, you would have seen Dr. Rush, Epes Sargent, and others, going through a similar process as that by which operators at the switchboard of a telephone office disconnect the wires. These spirits, as carefully as possible, by gentle manipulations, loosened the nervous system of the spirit body (etheric double) from the nervous system of the earthly body, link by link until nothing bound him.

THE HYPNOTISED EARTHLY DOCTORS

"Then came the sinking chill that alarmed his earth attendants. As soon as his physicians and others came near, the spirits with a wonderful power, placed each one in the room in such a mesmeric condition as to realize Garfield was going, but still not able to exercise their wills to say that he must not go. While yet breath remained in the body, from his head there passed an emanation that looked like a white cloud, growing larger and larger. Finally the upperportion of this cloud assumed the appearance of the head on the pillow. When the breath was entirely gone, the whole form (etheric projection?) was apparent (to the attending spirits).

"'He has gone. It is over,' said the benumbed attendants.

"Garfield's spirit form was gently raised in the arms of those who had assisted him through the process of death, and borne upward. I did not realize that he or any of us went through the ceiling and roof; neither do I know that we passed out by any opening made by man. It seemed, as we bore him upward, that we were the material, and the cottage and all its surroundings the spiritual. The spirit bodies of each of us were tangible, while the house seemed shadowy.

"We passed quite a distance over your earth in a westerly direction; for Garfield's spirit home was to be as nearly as possible over his old home at Mentone, Ohio. He is at present in the first sphere, and chooses to be, until by his continued visits to his loved ones he can assuage the grief that now, though silent, seems almost overwhelming, and teach them that they must throw off the incubus of sorrow and rise to the work allotted to each in the great battle of life."

"Ought not Garfield to be a resident of a higher sphere than the first?"

"He is not in the first sphere by any weakness of his, but as a sojourner seeking to give better help to his family by his nearness to them. He calls the wise ones of other spheres to assist him. He will soon be active in the great work marked out for him."

(In the next Journal, Samuel Bowles vivid description of the martyred president's reception by the occult hierarchy of the U.S.: Washington, Lincoln, Burnside, Clay and others.)
CAN AMERICA REJOIN THE HUMAN RACE?

By William O. Douglas
Writing for the July 1968 "Center Magazine", this Justice says our "Problem Is Paranoia"

Like the giant Brobdingnagian in Gulliver's Travels, America is being threatened with impotence by pygmies. One group of pygmies carries the banner of the cold war; the other flies the flag of racism.

The cold war has made us largely impotent abroad. The "enemy" is Moscow, or Peking, or Warsaw, or Hanoi today. The "enemy" may indeed be any Communist country, whether it be prosperous Outer Mongolia, progressive Yugoslavia, impoverished Vietnam, or nearby Cuba. The cold war was the creation of Stalin, Truman and Churchill. It was based on the theory that communism was not only evil but expansionist, not only ravenous but guided and controlled by some evil genie that would one day consume the world.

The cause of the cold war was served by an armament race that has come to give us an overwhelming commitment to military might and a military mentality. The cause of the cold was served in this country by a "witch hunt". The late Joe McCarthy gave impetus to that witch hunt from his seat in the Senate. But Truman -- and later Eisenhower -- gave it new wings through the loyalty and security programs whereby we put on a massive search for every ideological stray. The pattern was as follows:

Q. Do you believe in socialized medicine? A. Yes.

And so the questioning continued in an effort to produce "parallelism" in thought between the employee on the government payroll and Communist ideology. Parallelism was usually enough to cast the employee into the outer darkness, making him ineligible from then on for government employment.

Millions of employees of government agencies and of government contractors were put through this process. The impact was measurable not only by the number of people discharged but by the blanket fear and nervous caution that was cast over the entire populace. As a result of these loyalty-security hearings and of the investigations by legislative committees into people's beliefs and opinions, we all became hesitant to espouse the off-beat, unorthodox idea. We all became more and more conformist.

Teachers were plagued with loyalty oaths that made it hazar-
dous for them to have any association even with international scientific groups containing a sizable Communist element. Many were discharged for promoting racial desegregation. They were often put to the test of defending their attitudes toward unpopular ideas such as "socialism". Moreover, the vast expenditure of public funds, much of it from the Pentagon, to finance research has had a limiting effect on our thinking. The spectrum of ideas, open at colleges and universities, has been perceptibly narrowed. While the reasons have varied, our educational institutions have ceased to be great centers of change and revolution; they have indeed become more and more spokesmen for the status quo. Their promotion of diversity as an active, powerful force in our lives has largely ceased.

HOW NIXON WON HIS FIRST SEAT IN CONGRESS

Other forces have contributed to our trend toward conformity. A sure-fire way for a person to campaign for public office has been as simply "anti-Communist". A sure-fire way to defeat almost anyone has been to tag him a Communist.

The news poured out by the mass media has been highly colored. Subtle suggestions of "Communist" plots, intimations that a subversive thought was behind a particular pronouncement, a constant hammering away at communism, became characteristics of our press, radio, and TV. Those who lived here all the time became used to it; but it always was a shock to those of us who traveled the back reaches of the world to hear it, see it, and read it when we returned to the United States after a long absence.

The American mind got so conditioned to "anti-communism" that we became paranoid. There was, we thought, a great conspiracy against us. So most collaborative efforts with the Communist bloc became useless or futile. This meant we relied more and more on military strategy and tactics, less and less on cooperative undertakings.

Our presence in Vietnam was from the start a sad mark of our political bankruptcy to deal with world problems under a regime of diplomacy and law.

There is of course such a thing as communism and it does use espionage, as do others; but communism is not monolithic. Peking is on the extreme left; Moscow is in the middle; Yugoslavia, Outer Mongolia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Vietnam are on the right. And Vietnam's greatest fear is actually not the United States but Peking.

The driving forces at the world level are Nationalism, Race and Poverty. Sometimes they put on a Communist garb. But the poor, the Communists, the browns, yellows and blacks are not our implacable enemies. There are common denominators for all people around the world.
OUR INTERNAL ENEMY, RACIAL PREJUDICE

While the cold war was largely responsible for our Vietnam venture, there was another powerful subconscious influence operating insidiously. For our domestic political philosophy has long rested on an unstated premise of white supremacy.

The Negro escaped slavery but he did not escape the badges of slavery. Slavery meant inferiority as well as servitude. The Black Codes represented a way of life that was approved between 1868, when the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted, and 1954, when the Supreme Court held segregation of the races in public facilities was unconstitutional. "Separate but equal" was one badge of slavery or inferiority. The disqualification of Negroes to be members of many trade unions was another. The examples are legion. The Negro was not the sole victim of discrimination. Americans of Mexican ancestry were put in segregated schools in southwest border states. Chinese were not admitted to white schools in Mississippi... In other ways we have created systems of discrimination (albeit subtle ones) against Americans of Chinese and Japanese ancestry, as well as the American Indians.

The legal battle for civil rights was finally won almost a hundred years after the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868. But to many that victory seemed largely empty without realization of equality of economic opportunities; and those opportunities were not always forthcoming.

When the whites of Eastern Europe opted for communism (or were forced into it) we did not send expeditionary forces to oppose them. But the colored people of Asia fare differently. The Yellow Peril is an old slogan that our press has exploited. Discrimination against the Chinese and Japanese has long been a force in our lives as evidenced by a persistent pattern of state laws.

Martin Luther King was quite right in relating Vietnam to many of the problems of our urban ghettos. No slogan of the Brown Peril has been coined; and it is probably below the level of the conscious mind. But it is there in close association with a mindfulness of the Yellow Peril. Indeed many think of our struggle in Vietnam as a war that somehow or other will contain China.

When we finally grant full equality to all races at home, we will have rejoined the human race. Then all problems -- domestic and international -- will be manageable. Until we rejoin the human race, we will be largely impotent to cope with any problem, Communist or not, that has a racial overtone.

A multi-religious, multi-racial, multi-ideological community is our constitutional ideal. We have made great progress in keeping church and state separate, allowing no sect to obtain governmental preference or support and allowing the concept of religious liberty to enjoy a full flowering.
We have not made the same progress with race even though our Constitution is color-blind. Though the First Amendment makes a man's beliefs his own business, we have let them become too much and too often the concern of Big Brother. Yet, as Jefferson said, government has no rightful concern with what people think or believe unless and until their thoughts become translated into action.

Nonetheless the pygmies of prejudice still continue to possess us when it comes to race and ideology.

** ** **

NUCLEAR WAR IS THE REAL DANGER, NOT COMMUNISM

Let us not forget that these "pygmies of prejudice" who make and administer American policy have at their command the mightiest military machine the world has seen in the Piscean Age. Communism isn't a great threat to our lives and planet but nuclear war is, and we want to thank Justice Douglas for his brief and succinct outline of how the American mind was conditioned toward the inevitability of an all-out atomic war in the early 1950s.

While Senator Joe McCarthy was conducting his witch-hunt in Washington, atomic scientists and military technicians were perfecting the nuclear weapons at Eniwetok in the Pacific. What Satanic or Luciferian being was guiding these parallel developments 15 years ago? Toward what goal? To blow up a planet? This would be the ultimate in evil wouldn't it; for some Prince of Darkness to destroy the world, perhaps even upset the delicate balance of a solar system and turn it into one huge blast of light in the Cosmos.

The trick is to get a well-meaning people headed in the right direction, extreme right, that is; and Joe McCarthy was the ideal hater. At his side as legal counsel during those witch-hunt days was a bright young lawyer of great promise, Bobby Kennedy, helping with all his might to force the mind of the nation into the anti-Communist hysteria so necessary to the launching of the greatest war of all time. And in Congress was Bobby's brother Jack, to help put the necessary conforming legislation on the books -- loyalty oaths, concentration camps for dissenting liberals, etc. Their spiritual and political adviser was the eminent Cardinal Cushing of Boston.

But something happened to the Kennedys. The narrow-minded, white supremacy zealots of the 1950s became broad-minded, Brotherhood of Man advocates in the 1960s. The inevitable result? Sacrifice to the Satanic forces and martyrdom in the cause of the Prince of Peace. What is Satan-Lucifer's problem now? To get into the White House a narrow-minded, white-supremacy zealot who will not hesitate to implement that patriotic old slogan of the 1950s: "Better dead than Red!"
Greetings from Elanetary Station Sharee. The Cosmic Host assembles to bring to a focus plans long laid for carrying forth a specific program, dedicated to the liberation of Earth souls held in bondage to the demands of the Prince of Earth.

Long has Earth been held in bondage to a false god. This god be one who has set himself enthroned, holding all souls in his domain, allowing no escape to those who would freely express their God-given energies in talents toward the freeing the children of the All Being.

Long have minds been held in slavery by this power established at the time of the fall of Lucifer. (Isaiah 14:12,13: "How thou art fallen from the heavens, O day-star, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, that dist lay low the nations! And thou saidst in thy heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God... ")

The beginning of enslavement came as the Luciferian hosts infiltrated the Earth's atmosphere, here setting up their kingdoms of rule by inaugurating laws for the Earth children to become subservient to. These spirits of Lucifer had great powers at their command, thus enslaving the children to false doctrines. This has continued through the ages until the Lord of Hosts has assembled sufficient Forces called from far reaches of Space to come forth, banding together with one purpose, solely to liberate the minds of Earthlings. This is to allow them expansion of consciousness sufficient to shake off the shackles of limited concepts.

This has been a slow process of indoctrination, meeting with great opposition from the instigators of this heinous crime of enslavement and strengthened by those innocent ones who having been long subjected to false indoctrination, fought and still fight for concepts they believe to be true. These innocent dupes of the lords of enslavement are legion. Their faith in God is unchallenged, though they strive to ameliorate principles of limitation they believe are laws of divine origin. Laws that limit full expression.
of incarnate man along constructive avenues, binding him to rituals and isms. These are not laws of Divine Origin, but laws perpetrated and instilled by Forces who desire to rule your Earth, enslaving all souls to their bidding.

MAKING PROPAGANDA OUT OF HISTORY

Subtle have been their ways, and patient the hosts who are subservient workers to their end. Infiltrating all avenues of race and expression they have struck their influence into all teachings given by the Sons of Light.

Artfully, through mis-translation, mis-interpretation, misunderstanding incited twisted personalities, they have woven a honey bomb of mis-trust and separation. They have rearranged history into scriptures, falsifying, deifying and condemning. Through great words of apparent wisdom they have brought man to suspicion his brother. Denominations in opposition have been inspired by these usurpers who are subtle as the snake striking at the heels of man.

For what end have these sons of darkness created this monstrous Beast of Deception? To the end of gaining Earth for asylum! For these Sons are the homeless ones doomed to wander in space for their folly of mis-using their powers toward rule and destruction.

These Princes of the Dark are those who rose to power upon their God-given planet (Maldeck) saying: "We are God, and beside us their is no other." They thereby refused to harken to the Overlords who were of Station beyond themselves in their degrees of the Cosmic Governing Body. They took upon themselves the task of rulership of their planet, developing powers to utilize in the subjugation of others of their planet who desired to follow the Universal Plan of Brotherhood and Constructive Creativity.

One of the mighty Angels (Lucifer?) in charge of the planet's evolution saw in these rebellious souls a chance to amass a mighty force who would look to him as God. Isolating himself from the Hosts of Light he summoned rebels of like mind. Commanding much elemental force they swiftly aided and abetted the minds of those (humans?) who had lust for personal power. In time, those who inhabited the planet who were not in accord with the power-drunk insurgents were enslaved by the science of their leaders.

(This has already happened to the science departments of the universities of the West on this planet, as pointed out by Justice Douglas in his article; and the Aquarian Age students know it! Thus the violent student rebellions in schools across the land. They know what their schools are being used for.)

The Spiritual Hierarchy of the planet devised means of coming into closer contact with those who still looked to God for deliverance. Hosts were called from Higher Density levels of advanced planets in the System to assist with enlightenment of the masses.
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THE PLAN OF SALVATION THAT DIDN'T WORK

The call went forth for servers to come forth from amongst the people. Those who responded were closely screened and tested for the work that was to be done. Many years were given to this massive Plan of Salvation, but this was doomed to failure for the masses were ignorant and complacent. They preferred to listen to those who appeared to perform miracles and contributed to their ease of existence through fanciful projects of well planned propaganda value, and elixers that stunned their brains and created pleasurable sensations (such as alcohol and nicotine, no doubt).

Those who did turn ear were subject to the glamor of those who were accepted as though agents of the Sons of Light but instead were false leaders, duping the people with their signs and wonders. The innocent ones not having reached a state of true self-less-ness, fell prey to the glamorous intonations of those who gave forth with volumes of information supposedly direct from the Sons of Light. That this information lauded them personally, that it called forth in them the very principles of false importance, escaped their awareness.

So many would-be saviors, innocent in their knowing, paraded amongst the masses, spouting off half-truths. Being backed by the hosts of deception, they fooled many. Confusion grew beyond the bonds of control until the innocents knew not which way to turn. Those who spoke forth the humble truth were cast aside as weaklings, while the rabble rousers went forth with a loud noise and great fanfare.

The Forces of the Sons of Light were left without recourse. The people were enslaved beyond redemption. There was time left only for a program of salvage. The innocents were marked, as were the rebellious souls, for the time of their capture upon leaving their forms. The goats were separated from the sheep. All those deluded innocents were to be taken free from the Satanic forces, being delivered elsewhere (the earth?) to continue their evolutionary advancement. Those who had knowingly joined forces with the Luciferian forces of destruction would be barred from planetary incarnation, thus restricting their multiplication of numbers as well as their powers of expression in form.

There was naught but for the Hierarchy to withdraw from closer contact frequencies to greater vibratory distance, thus awaiting the fall. Cosmic Law operates with unfailing justice, as that which reaches a a certain degree of destructive force annihilates itself by its own frequency wave. The Cosmic Host stood by yet not idle; for there were plans calling for preparation for a haven for those who were to be salvaged for further advancement. Likewise, plans for those who had faithfully served, fulfilling their duties even though not fully accepted, yet great works were done. These would go forth into the New Kingdom as advanced souls, ever acting as catalytic agents to bring forth enlightenment.
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THE ALL-OUT NUCLEAR WAR ON MALDECK

The day came when those who had created bondage fought amongst themselves. The time of the end was near. They released great stored energies through weapons designed to destroy great multitudes; not respecting the lives of the enslaved innocents, they flung their lashing bolts of destruction. Millions were inflamed. Those who devised these monsters of destruction had likewise made extensive provisions for their own personal safety. Some went underground. Others took to the heavens in great ships designed to span the planet.

Legions of Heavenly Hosts came into the ethers to assist those who were leaving their forms by the millions through violent severance. Great protective shields were thrown around those who had sought the guidance of the Spirit Self. The battle raged for many seasons until naught was left to resemble that which had been.

Then final evacuation came when the Children of Light were raised. They were caught up in bodies of great radiance; while those who remained of the deluded masses, watched, begging forgiveness for their vanities. The diabolical forces screamed obscenities, cursing God for their suffering.

There came a sudden flash of light, blinding to the System. All planets rocked and reeled. Great upheavals struck the faces of the worlds of the Sun. Great tides swept over the lands, and one planet in the heavens became a multitude of cinders, Maldeck!

All children of Lucifer-Maldeck are not to be classified with those who are of the Satanic legion. Millions of earth souls are those who were brought here after the Fall. Thousands of our Space Brothers are beings of High Order who once lived on Maldeck. One of their great interests besides the saving of the planet Earth, are those who abide here who were once children of Maldeck. The Spiritual Brotherhood of Maldeck is now one with the Spiritual Brotherhood of Earth.

MALDECK, THE PLANET OF THE FIFTH ORBIT

Consider this message received by George Hunt Williamson and his group in Prescott, Arizona, Aug. 17, 1952: "... We hold certain councils on Uranus. We must now decide what to do about your planet Earth. Your bombs will destroy Universal balance. Your Hydrogen Bomb could make an asteroid belt out of you. This happened many years ago to planet of the fifth orbit. We knew what they were doing but we didn't interfere. We cannot stand by and see another waste. After their destruction there were terrible disasters on Masar (Mars). Great volcanic eruptions took place. Many of our people perished. We would have been thrown out of the Solar System and lost if we had not quickly constructed
two artificial satellites. Some of your scientists have noticed that Phobos and Deimos reflect too much light to be made of earthy substance. They are right. They (the moons of Mars) are metallic in nature. They readjusted our unstable condition and saved a planet. I am Zo, head of a Masar contact group."

Physical and mental contact with earth. These Guardians know the minds, as well as the actions of Washington's military planners. But if you wont believe aliens from outer space would you believe John Kenneth Galbraith, ambassador to India under John Kennedy? Here's a significant paragraph from Playboy's interview with Galbraith in the June 1968 issue:

"I have seen in military men the capacity to think the unthinkable -- and even to make it commonplace. I'm always struck, when I go to the Pentagon, by how casually the Air Force generals talk about the possible use of nuclear weapons and how casually they have reduced such weapons to slang. The generals say, 'Let's nuke them.' I've sat, as many civilians have, in conference were somebody has pointed to a general and asked, 'Well, General, can you guarantee success if we have to move in there?' The general will say, 'Well, of course, if we're not restrained from using nuclear weapons, I can.' This has always astonished me; the capacity to take massive destruction and make it into a commonplace of everyday life. . . ."

THE GENERALS WILL BE DISAPPOINTED

Zohr's message about Maldeck was received through White Star in 1963, a year when Galbraith was sitting in on those Washington conferences. Early this year, 1968, she was given this more comforting information through another Guardian, Altran:

"The Order of Central Command has been given to allay intensifications that threaten to go beyond certain points of calculated safety margins. Therefore, all energy beings whose capacity lies along such lines of ability, have been commandeered to work unceasingly to balance and rectify. Long in our past efforts did we desire the issuance of such a command which would assure Earth her berth in (Aquarian Age) Higher-Energy Fields of expansion. Had it not been given, Earth would have suffered a violence of reactions so great as to threaten her solidity and surface habitation.

"It was settled by Command of the Central Power of this Universe-System (the Sun behind the Sun, Sirius?), quite some time ago, that Earth dare not meet the Fate of the planet whose remains are now but bits of what was once a planet great in size, and far advanced in Evolutionary Forms. Yet, the potential of Earth being rendered a life-less orb in respect to her present life-forms had remained a question. That question has now been answered and the Program moves toward maintaining a sufficient balance of her energy-field to support life-forms that are capable of absorbing and adjusting to the energy-field which will exist when the change is fully manifest. This places all who are working with such energy-fields in a position of full alert and constant attention, toward maintaining an energy-balance to assure necessary levels are held. . . ."
PROPHECY CORNER

While the Battle of Armageddon rages, on Earth and in Space, we become increasingly concerned about the future. Associates Cooper and Ferguson have submitted prophetic items of more than usual interest for our consideration.

THE ECLIPSE OF THE SUN ON THE AUTUMNAL EQUINOX.

The Solar eclipse of Sept. 22, 1968 at 6:09 A.M. EST is unique in that this event falls during the Equinox. This makes it more powerful than an ordinary eclipse. The eclipse is exactly conjunct the eccentric, revolutionary planet, Uranus. This sun eclipse takes place in the astrological sign Virgo, which is the sign that represents the working people the world over. The planets Jupiter and Pluto, representing religious mind and initiate mind respectively, are widely conjunct the eclipse complex.

This September eclipse will be a total eclipse which at its height will cover and momentarily totally inhibit the spiritual rays of the Sun from radiating directly earthward. An eclipse, therefore, is a rallying point for the dark, Satanic forces who are seeking to subvert the human life wave away from decency and Christ to a state of degeneracy and depravity, trying to rob humanity of its divine birthright, which is immortal identity with the Father-Mother God of this Universe.

Following the eclipse, Uranus leaves the sign Virgo to take up a seven year's residence in the sign Libra. Since this is still the Piscean Age, Libra may be considered the 8th house sign of the Age. Thus you may expect to see in the next seven years a great interest in the occult, in survival after death, in oriental religions such as Zen and Vedanta; also in Spacecraft and ESP. But alas, there will also be an increase in interest in negative forms of psychic manifestations such as High-powered Salesmanship and Mass Mind Control.

Since Uranus' entrance into Libra is preceded by the above-mentioned total eclipse of the sun with its conjunction, the world can look forward to some very insidious, rank times. Satanic forces, working through the material-minded, power-mad leaders of the world, will try to lead this earth's inhabitants into worse degradation than ever before in the history of mankind. In the next seven years, sadistic forces will diligently and boldly try to take over and rule most of the political, scientific, religious, and artistic fields of human expression. If it were not that Neptune in a few years will leave the sign Scorpio and enter into the sign Sagittarius, there would be little hope for humanity.
The sun in Virgo symbolizes both the morality of the working class and the attitudes of those in authority chosen to rule over them. The eclipse forewarns a stepup of Satanic leadership throughout the world, to further demoralize the human race. Highly intellectual, worldly reasoning will be used to cow the unwary and to put to shame the would-be followers of purity and Light. These Satanic forces are subtle. A time for martyrdom for the practicing Children of Light is not far distant. If there is not a general awakening among the people soon, true Christianity may have to go underground. (Remember Dr. Spock's earnest plea on national TV after his trial and sentencing in Boston, "America, wake up!" And if America doesn't wake up, the GIs and conscientious objectors who have already fled to Canada, Mexico and Sweden may have a hell of a lot more company in the next few years!)

This is prophecy. With this eclipse, we have well entered into those times for which it was written in the scriptures, "For shall arise false Christs and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders, in-so-much that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect." (Mark 13:22)

SAN FRANCISCO DOOMSDAY SET FOR APRIL 1969

That's the headline on Merla Zellerbach's column in the San Francisco "Chronicle" for July 19, 1968, and here's the story:

"The rumor grows. Some say San Francisco will be destroyed this year, some say next. I traced one of the sources to a 28-year-old Richmond district housewife; she has no profession to further, no apparent desire for publicity. Dutch-born Elisabeth Steen has had visions and psychic experiences all her life. At first she ignored them. But when after the other came true, she began to pay heed. Now, she says, she is convinced of their validity.

"I love this city. My husband has a wonderful job. My children are happy in school. But we're moving out the end of this year, because I KNOW it's going to go. If we stay we'll be destroyed. I hope I'm wrong but the visions are too strong, and getting stronger. They're hard to describe. First, there's a tremendous roar -- I think the sound alone will kill people. I see big hunks of coastline breaking off and water rushing in. In one vision, I saw myself dying in the earthquake. I fell into a break and was drowned.

"I try to analyze it as a secret fear," she goes on, "but I'm not afraid of water. I'm an excellent swimmer. So I know it's real. My husband does, too. He's seen so many of my predictions come true. And he knows I wouldn't jeopardize our income and livelihood and take the children out of school if I weren't convinced.'

"Disaster will strike, says Elisabeth, in April 1969.

"I could be wrong about the date -- I was two days off on Martin Luther King's assassination -- but I know it's going to happen.'
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"Altruism does not motivate Elisabeth. She has made brief public appearances (never for money), occasionally works with the California Society for Psychical Study in Berkeley, but is not trying to convince anyone of anything -- merely concerned about her family.

"'If I thought people would listen I would tell them to move. But why should they listen to a stranger? I wouldn't either.'

"It wasn't until AFTER her first vision that Elisabeth heard of Edgar Cayce's similar prophecy of doom and felt 'even more scared'. She may be right. Who knows? But it is reassuring to contemplate the number of Doomsdays the world has survived."

THE FEARFUL AND SKEPTICAL REACTIONS
Miss Zellerbach's follow-up "Chronicle" column of Aug. 2, 1968:

"A few weeks ago I quoted a San Francisco housewife's psychic prediction of a violent earthquake in April 1969. The reaction has been both fearful and skeptical. One lady wrote that had a similar dream; she saw the Golden Gate Bridge hanging in pieces, the city aflame, and a specific date in late April written across the sky.

"'I thoroughly intend to have my whole family out of town,' she concluded. 'Why take chances?'

"Another woman writes: 'After reading Mrs. Steen's prediction I was exposed to the I Ching (Chinese Book of Changes) for the first time. I'm pretty cynical about such things, but anything for a laugh. So I consulted the oracle.

"'First question: Will San Francisco be affected by cataclysmic forces within a year? The hexagram came out to the symbol Chen (The Arousing -- Shock, Thunder) and the text reads: 'This movement is so violent it arouses terror. It is symbolized by thunder, which bursts forth from the earth and by its shock causes fear and trembling.'

"'My next question was: Would it be wise to leave San Francisco to avoid catastrophe? Answer: 'Shock comes bringing danger. Flight to the hills is suggested.'

"Cooler heads agree with geologist Lester Livingston, Jr., that 'Anything that deals with science in a psychic manner is ridiculous.' Seismologist Mansour Niazi at the University of California states, 'There's no geologic indication to back up the prediction.' Geophysicist David Stuart at the Earthquake Research Center in Menlo Park says: 'The probability is that there WILL be a fairly large earthquake here, but could be in 30 seconds or 100 years.'

"'There will be a major earthquake,' says geology professor...
John Tyler at S.F. State College, 'but it's impossible to predict when.'

So there you have fantasy -- and fact. I'll take the latter and pray."

WHERE IS SAFE?

In her accompanying letter Ada Ferguson mentions a concerned neighbor who asks, 'Where could we go to be safe? And I replied it was safer to stay put, unless one gets a strong hunch to move or one's local affairs come to a close -- then it might be Guidance to move elsewhere. But again, where is 'safe'? I well remember being told by some fellow-hikers -- soon after I came to California -- of the man who was so scared after the 1906 San Francisco quake that he packed up and returned to his home state back East, only to be killed there by a cyclone! I'm also reminded of the one-legged Italian barber whose place was below the home-office of the Domestic Bureau where I worked for two-and-a-half years in San Francisco. He told me he'd left Italy to escape conscription as he feared losing a leg. He was a good dancer evidently. At that time Italy had sent her standing army into Africa. In California he first worked in lumber camps. One day a tree fell against another, pinning him down. Yes, he lost a leg by amputation, far from home. Can you escape Destiny?"

HERE IS ONE POSITIVE ANSWER

From Andy Hardie, through his daughter Marian: "My blessing upon you and all that you touch with the thoughts and actions of those centered in the Christ. I come to bring you a message from Ashtar and with you to be aware that it is HE who sent me to you this day. The grave nature of all manner of actions that are being taken by nations, leaders and negative factions in your land -- bring great stress to the workers of Light who surround you with their being. It is of utmost importance that you three set aside one hour -- not less -- each morning to meditation and the sending out of Love to we who struggle in behalf of all those presently in physical form on planet Earth. We stress that one hour is the least we want. Two or more is what we need now. Be aware of the ordeal we face in the presence of mental bombardment of thoughts from your confused planet, and place yourself in our position of having to stand firm without your Love and help to stabilize our efforts. Know this to be true, We stand beside you in Christ's Name.

I am Lance -- Ashtar Command."

"Mary, I want you to tell your Father and Mother that we also wish them to spend as much time as possible on sending us vibrations of Love; for we are building up distress banks all over the world; and it is vital and urgent that we have that energy to use as things progress towards the cleansing that is being hastened by human actions.

Yours in the Christ Light. Myron."
MIDDLE AGED REBELLION

Dear Abby: I had heard about teen-age rebellion, but I never experienced it until suddenly Joe, 17, and Betsy, 15, let me know they were "old enough to do as they pleased". Life became one constant battle about haircuts, miniskirts, dating hours and make-up two inches thick. Taking away privileges and cutting allowances didn't faze them. When I was told for the 50th time that they were old enough to do as they pleased, I saw the light.

I told them that by their reasoning I was also "old enough to do as I pleased". Then I sat down with a book, put my feet up, and relaxed. When they asked when dinner would be ready, I told them they could make their own dinner whenever it pleased them. I then made myself a salad and a chop and continued reading my book, ignoring them. For five days I neither cooked, cleaned, washed nor ironed for them, only for myself. When they asked me what was wrong with me, I told them I was "old enough to do as I pleased", too, and it pleased me to think of no one but myself.

They finally got the point. Life is now restored to normal and now we all live by the rules in this house. This may not work for everyone, but it worked for me.

Rebellious Mother

THE BALANCING EFFECT OF CARBON AND MAGNET

"Here's something interesting to report using a copper-coated carbon rod and a big, 15 3/4 lb. magnet, with an average Gauss of 2000. It cost me $7.50 at a surplus store on Canal St. in New York. I suspended the magnet on a short cord with a loop so that it would fit easily over my hand while holding it.

"A woman aged 46 had an ovary removed about 8-9 years ago and has had trouble with the remaining ovary ever since. At the beginning of menstrual cycles, she would double up with sharp, shooting, excruciating pains in the remaining ovary area, not each time but many times. She had such pains last night and being a good friend of the gal I chum around with, we visited her with the magnet and carbon rod to ask her if she would be game to try something, no results guaranteed. When I told her what our plans were she looked insulted! She said it seemed silly and unworkable but she had nothing to lose, except maybe part of the pain! So we tried it, following along the lines suggested by the Goeke article. I placed the carbon rod against her back in the approximate position of the remaining ovary, then suspended the magnet over her lower abdominal area about six inches above the skin. It remained motionless for about 20 seconds or so, then began spinning slowly.
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clockwise, then picked up speed very rapidly until it was really moving, much like a rotating wheel on an axle. I certainly did not expect this, so stopped the movement manually with my other hand. It soon started up again so this time I let it go. It stopped in about 1/2 minute of its own accord. I then took the cord off my hand to unwind the tension in it and put it back on again, but the magnet remained motionless this time. In about 10 seconds or so it began a slight movement which evolved into a rather large circle, about six inches across, and this swinging was in a counterclockwise direction, exactly the opposite of the rapid spinning motion just preceding it!

"It stopped of its own accord in about a minute or so and I took the magnet away. We were so busy talking about the peculiar motion of the magnet we forgot all about what we had come there for! I then asked the woman how she felt and the way she said, "I dont feel a thing" made me think she had suddenly gone numb! I asked her again about the pain and then she said what she meant was that she couldn't feel any pain anymore. She got up and moved around a bit but still couldn't find any trace of pain in that area. I asked her to concentrate on that area and the pain that had been there, but even this didn't bring it back; nor did various body motions that varied the pressure in that area. All this last night and the pain hasn't returned as of this afternoon the following day, and her flow is fuller than usual.

"What all this means I'm sure I dont know as this was my first experience with a magnet and carbon rod. Such a thing may never happen again. What puzzles me most is the rapid spinning action of the magnet, as this sort of thing wasn't discussed as a possibility in the Goeke article. Let me know if you would like a sample copper-coated carbon rod."

N.R., New York

Thanks for sharing with us the results of your first experiment in the balancing effects of Vitic, Nyle. Further details and discussion are contained in BSRA brochure No. 11, $1.25. Al Goeke's address is: 9712 - 208th Ave NE, Redmond, Washington 98052. We have a copper-coated carbon rod here and have used it, but we seem to feel the flow of the Vitic current more directly using a bare carbon rod. We use a copper-coated steel rod in the Vitic device.

To us the clockwise spin of the magnet and the counterclockwise orbital swing afterward are clear enough. The cause of the movement was energy from the woman's Higher Self and/or a Spirit Doctor, channeled through Nyle as a medium. The spin of the magnet set up a strongly pulsing or oscillating magnetic field within the aura or magnetic field of the subject. This broke up a crystallized or sluggish etheric spot related to the ovary and allowed vitality or prana to flow through the area again, once magnetic balance was established.
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"AND HOW TO DO IT ETHERICALLY"

In our current lecture examination of New Age therapies based on a belief in and use of Etheric energies, we relate human disease to one of the four elements: Earth, Air, Fire or Water. Nyle's subject complained of a recurring pain in her ovary. This is part of the Generative system in the body, which represents the Fire element. Negative sex thoughts are probably the real cause of this woman's trouble, some long-buried complex going back to early childhood or even a previous life. If this is not removed from the subconscious her trouble will return again, to the same spot or some other part of the generative system. If you'd like to look into this Etheric approach to disease, get a copy of our "Heart to Heart Transplant, and How To Do It Etherically", mimeo, 44 pages, illustrated..................................$1.50

SOMEONE THOUGHT OF A BETTER WAY!

From "U.S. News and World Report", April 22, 1968: "Suggestions are beginning to be heard that, if it seems the only way to keep Robert Kennedy from becoming the Democratic presidential nominee, LBJ might resign before the party's Convention in August, enabling Hubert Humphrey to go into the Convention as President, with all the power at his command that the White House office holds."

Latest news is (mid-August) that Mrs. Johnson is already beginning to remove things from the White House to Texas, where the President himself has said he doesn’t intend to return to Washington until after the Convention in Chicago.

SCIENCE UNDER THE SPELL OF SATAN

Our headline but the biting analysis is from the pen of playwright George Bernard Shaw, concerning vivisection: "These poor little dullards with their retinue of two-penny Torquemadas, wallowing in the infamies of the vivisector's laboratory and solemnly offering us as epoch-making disclosures their demonstrations that dogs get weaker and die if you give them no food; that intense pain will make mice sweat; that if you cut off a dog's leg, the three-legged dog will have a four-legged puppy. I ask myself what spell has fallen upon intelligent and humane men that they allow themselves to be imposed upon by this rabble of dolts, blackguards, imposters, quacks, liars and worst of all credulous fools."

BUT WE NEED HIM AND HIS DIRTY WORK

"The occult studies that have helped me most are Rosicrucian, Astarian and Dion Fortune. Other books and friends help, too, but going deeper I found that my enemies are the ones who drove me to all of these studies. Like Dion Fortune says, 'Evil is the thrust block' which gives us forward motion. Without them I would have been the usual empty-headed, selfish human, bent only on self-gratification. Walt Whitman had the right idea -- about those who dispute the passage with you being the real helpers. Would like
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Lloyd C. Douglas wrote one of his best novels on this theme, 'Disputed Passage'. Putting this conflict idea into everyday living. Our enemies are (to us) the negative pole and our friends the positive. The battleground is our soul. So many find this conflict in the marriage area, and change partners, only to find it carried on in the next wife or husband. It is carried on until we face it and transmute it. The two poles in electricity bring light. The two poles in our lives eventually cause us to reach the marriage of the pineal and pituitary glands and we achieve Cosmic Consciousness or Samadhi, or Light.

"Dion Fortune said, 'Reject not the cup, for it may contain sacrificial wine.' Christ said, 'Resist not evil.' 'Bless those who despitefully use you.' Shakespeare even got into the act with his 'All the world's a stage and the people are players,' and we speak our lines in accordance with our Karmic destinies, helping our brothers to overcome and reach the Light. We should actually welcome every hurt and search out every blessing it holds. I feel very sorry for those unfortunates who are cast in the role of villains, because I know that they are truly initiators."

"Pensatia", Michigan

THE ANCIENT WISDOM, BY ANY OTHER NAME

"Have you heard anything about the Universal Revelation? Let me know if you have. Is the Kabala you are studying the same as the Qabalah? I was told to read Dion Fortune's 'Mystical Qabalah'. Are these two the same or different? I am now in my studies and I am trying to find the truth. What do you mean, 'to receive'? What do I receive? Who from?

"Is Kabala just a study of old laws and thoughts or is it a new, advanced study? I am interested in learning advanced teachings to this new era and time, never before revealed to this age because of Universal Laws. As we go into the new dimension new teachings must be given to us. These new teachings, the Truth, is what I want to learn. The old could contain truth but I want the new also. I am very new in my studies and I like BSRA books very much. They are highly recommended by people I consider advanced and truthful. I've sent for the Moon Sign Book. Please send me a copy of your 'Invisible Reality Behind Appearances'. I would appreciate your recommending other books for me to study and a school or group I could join to learn more."

Mary Elder
Andover, Massachusetts.

Kabala is our simplified spelling of a traditional name for the Ancient Wisdom or Hidden Wisdom as it is taught in the West. There is no wisdom in books, only knowledge. This becomes wisdom by study and practice. You receive wisdom through experience, the rose or the lotus blossoming in the heart, nourished by the Light from your Higher Self, Solar Angel and/or Master.
The laws of the Universe are neither old nor new, they are -- timeless. Because of your ignorance of these Laws, this Ancient Wisdom, their revelation to you comes as a welcome surprise, and this is as it should be. The Kabala is a living system. It is kept alive by the Creator and the Masters of the Wisdom -- and by the spiritual needs of each generation in the flesh; so the physical plane teachings of the Ancient Wisdom must be constantly rewritten to answer the needs of the day.

A hundred years ago Eliphas Levi re-wrote the Kabalistic teachings for the Frenchmen of his day. McGregor Mathers picked them up and re-wrote them for the English student of the 1890s, with additions and changes, of course. A couple of generations later Dion Fortune updated the Kabalistic Mysteries for English and American students of the 1930s and 40s. Mrs. Crabb and I are updating Kabalistic material for our needs as California Americans living in the Space Age of the 1960s, drawing on Rosicrucian, Theosophical, Arcane and other sources as needed to round out the Studies in "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances". You are welcome to study along with us if you like.

We cannot judge between one School or teacher and another. We can point out that any School or teacher who claims to have a monopoly or special dispensation of Divine Wisdom is deluding himself and his followers. The difficulty is further compounded by the devoted followers after the teacher's passing. Crystallization sets in. The body of material is frozen solid. Not a word can be altered or amended.

This is not to say that you cannot gain much valuable information from the older versions of the Ancient Wisdom or Kabala; for this is where most beginnings in metaphysical studies are made. But eventually you will expand to the enclosure which time and the blindly devoted followers have erected around the teachings. Then, if you would continue to grow, to expand your self-awareness, you must bust out of the enclosure and look for new sources of wisdom.

KIDNAPPED BY FLYING SAUCERS?

On Friday, Aug. 16, 1968, The U.S. Air Force launched a rocket containing 12 satellites from Vandenberg AFB on the California coast. The rocket vehicle took off as planned but as it approached the upper atmosphere "engineering difficulties were encountered preventing any of the satellites from achieving orbit". Who engineered the engineering difficulties? We'll never know.

FLYING SAUCERS OVER VIETNAM

We can take it for granted that the Visitors from outer space are keeping the war in Vietnam under constant surveillance. After all, we have thousands of atomic weapons there, ready to go on a moment's notice, on ships, at Army and Air Force bases, on atomic submarines constantly operating off the coast; but when Flying Saucers take sides in the conflict as they did the weekend of June 15-16, 1968. This is news. Here's the way it was reported by "News-
"It was 11 p.m. and U.S. Army Capt. William Bates sat in front of a radio set at his regimental hdq at Dong Ha. Just then a Marine forward observer came on the air reporting that he had spotted through his electronic telescope 13 sets of 'yellowish white lights' moving westerly at an altitude of between 500 and 1,000 feet over the Ben Hai River which runs through the middle of the DMZ. Bates immediately checked with authorities at Dong Ha to see whether there were any friendly aircraft in the area or reported sightings. He was then told there were not. Then he checked with the counterbattery radar unit at Alpha 2, the northernmost allied outpost in I Corps. Within minutes, the answer came back from Alpha 2's radar tracker: the 'blips' were all around him, 360 degrees. By 1 a.m., U.S. Air Force and Marine jets were scrambling at Da Nang in pursuit of the unidentified (flying) objects. 45 minutes later, a Marine pilot radioed that he had just shot down a helicopter. But when an Air Force reconnaissance plane, equipped with infra-red detectors which up heat, flew over the area it could find no evidence of burning wreckage. All it could confirm, the plane reported, was a 'burned spot'. . . At the end of a week (of investigation), the Saigon command hinted that the whole thing had probably been a mistake -- and, what was worse, that the jets sent scrambling after the phantom choppers had probably been responsible for the sinking of a U.S. Navy 'Swift' boat in the South China Sea. . . "

"MYSTERY OBJECT CRASHES, BURNS IN YUMA DESERT"

The Flying Saucer brought down by alien patrol craft in the California desert 100 miles east of San Diego, Aug. 6, 1968, didn't even leave a burned spot, the disintegration was so complete! The El Centro "Imperial Hometown Review" carried this news item in its Aug. 8th edition: "No clues were found to the sighting of the mystery object which was observed by two California Highway Patrol officers who were on U.S. Highway 80, three miles west of Plaster City; and civilians in the area north of Highway 98 and south of Ocotillo. CHP Officers Jim Slay and Alvin Dicky reported that they had observed a long, fiery object at an altitude of about 5000 feet, which fell rapidly and then hit the ground, bursting into flame.

"Both the officers and civilian witnesses who made a similar report, said that they had heard the faint humming as of a jet plane before the crash -- but no noise of an explosion or impact when it hit the ground. No military or civilian planes were reported to be missing in the area; and no wreckage or other signs of a crash were observed by the searchers who gave up at noon Wed."

MEN IN BLACK? OR GOLDEN HAIRRED VENUSIANS?

"We have all noticed in recent book and magazine literature the rise in monsters and resurgence of Men in Black in the Eastern U.S. Is this puzzling to other Westerners bathed in traditions of benevolent super-beings whose Saucer visits are all to the Good? We have been brought up on stories of the Guardians, the Boys Upstairs looking out for our welfare, the Brothers, the
technically advanced know-alls, gently policing us and keeping track, in a kindly way, of our progress on the bomb and offering us friendly little rides to New York or the North Pole or even, perhaps especially Venus. There are still sightings but the contacts seem to have died out and suddenly the monsters are in control in the east.

"What do you make of this, Mr. Crabb? Does our San Andreas (earthquake) fault attract a different type of being from the Eastern electrically oriented entities? Are the monsters in the West, too? Only we don't hear about them because religion is a strong point with Middle-Western originated natives who dream up Biblical archetypes? Or do our monsters change themselves into golden-haired Venusian types to catch us? Or have those writing fellows just found a lucrative new subject?"

San Francisco Interplanetary Club

Do you mind if we draw on our latest lecture, "The Heart to Heart Transplant", and quote Don Fortune's significant remark about the Ethers and Yesod, the Moon, in "The Mystical Qabalah": "Let us once and for all disabuse our minds of the idea that spirit can work directly on matter; it never does so. Spirit works through mind, and mind works through Aether. And the Aether, which is the framework of matter and the vehicle of the life forces can be manipulated within the limits of its nature, which are by no means inconsiderable. All miraculous and supernatural happenings, therefore, are brought about by the manipulation of the natural qualities of the Aether."

The fluid nature of the Ethers is such that lunar elementals can miraculously appear as Men in Black or as golden-haired virgins from Venus if they want to. Their appearance is adjusted to the limited concepts and fragile emotional stability of the human being with whom they are trying to communicate! One of the leaders of these egg-born reptiles from the Moon revealed himself in his natural form to Albert Bender at their Antarctic base in the summer of 1953, "a hideous monster, more horrifying than any I have ever seen depicted in the work of science fiction or fantasy artists" -- so hideous that Bender didn't even try to describe him, or it.

The Guardians or Good Guys from outer space are here, as they have always been. They're so busy now with the problem of the sheer survival of the planet as a usable schoolroom for humans that they don't have time for chit-chat any more. In considering the motives and goals of the Bad Guys, remember that there is Cosmic evil, Solar evil and Lunar evil -- with representative beings coming in here, trying to take advantage of this Judgment Day crisis for their own selfish purposes. It is this side of the Truth of the Flying Saucer phenomenon which makes it such a disturbing, disagreeable subject, far, far beyond the comprehension of the great majority of people in embodiment today. It's a lost cause.
H.P. BLAVATSKY PUT IT SO WELL

In her book "Isis Unveiled" back in the 1880s: "Spheres unknown below our feet; spheres still more unknown and unexplored above us, between the two a handful of moles, blind to God's great Light, and deaf to the whispers of the invisible worlds..."

Whether we are blind and deaf by choice or by force of circumstances the Path to freedom from fear and ignorance is always open, though few take it. This is the view of the experienced lecturer Roy Eugene Davis. In a recent talk to the Parastudy group, Chester Heights, Pennsylvania he said:

"Let's face it. Very few people consciously want enlightenment in this incarnation. Joel Goldsmith after 16 years of traveling around the world speaking to groups and classes, said, 'I have come to the conclusion that only a handful of people who profess to be on the spiritual path really want enlightenment. Most of them are seeking solutions to pressing problems.' They want a fatter bank account. They want harmony at home. They want a health condition in the body, and while these desires are not out of line, they should not be goals. They should be side effects. They should be automatic side effects in our lives as a result of our increased awareness of our true nature."

EARTH, OFFENSIVE AND ILL-SMELLING

The black-haired, white-skinned Venusian who met and talked to Paul Vest in Santa Monica, California in June 1953 put it a little differently. Vest's story appeared in Ray Palmer's "Mystic Magazine" of August 1954.

"The Venusian stressed the idea of reincarnation and the inevitable law of compensation as regards the inhabitants of earth. I recall in particular an illustration he used that startled me. He said that to etheric beings who have evolved far beyond the infantile perceptive states of form, color, sex, conflict, time, space and material illusion, which is the present erroneous state of earthlings, our planet is comparable to a huge vat of broth for the production of penicillin. To the senses of man such a vat is a rather ill-smelling, offensive thing, but nevertheless it produces the precious golden-colored penicillin. He said the vat is comparable to earth and its peoples while the comparatively few spiritually evolved souls of this Age represent the precious golden product of the vat. Eventually, however, every human being upon earth will evolve into the higher consciousness...

"When I asked him why the necessity for secrecy and mystery surroundings contacts, he replied, 'At this time it is the only possible way. Also, we are to a great extent under the direction of the Etherics -- the Great Ones who contacted Orfeo (Angelucci, one of the millions of souls here who "fell" to earth after failing the Judgment Day on Maldeck. RHC.) Earth's people are woefully, emotionally immature and their prison-like, three-dimensional world..."
is predominantly false, as compared to reality. Men's minds are crystallized in error and filled with violent prejudices. Upon your earth the mere color of one's skin — a slight difference of religious belief — merely belonging to a different race or country — in fact the most trivial deviations precipitate animalistic belligerencies, hideous brutalities and the bloody slaughter of millions of fellow creatures.

A DEN OF SERPENTS

"Can you then truly be surprised when I tell you that the beings of certain other worlds view earth as earthlings might look upon a den of deadly serpents stinging each other to death. Much of that stinging is done with words, attitudes, discriminations, intolerances and a host of other lethal psychic weapons. Mankind's greatest Teacher — the ethereal Sun-Spirit whom you know as Jesus Christ — who took upon himself the error of humanity to teach men simply to LOVE ONE ANOTHER — was crucified and tortured by those he came to save. And yet today men self-righteously demand that Etherics land their craft openly at one of your airports. But like children you are learning — slowly and painfully. Eventually ALL will attain their lost heritage. In the meantime we will help insofar as we are permitted to do so.'

"I sighed and bowed my head as I said slowly, 'What you say is probably only too true — but believe me, man's lot is not easy. Imprisoned in error as we are, ruled by our animalistic emotions, and living in uncertainty and insecurity with death and decay as our final material conquerors, it is difficult indeed to rise above the animal-soul and attain any true realization of spiritual reality.'

"He nodded his head as he replied in a deeply sympathetic voice, 'Yes, we understand, earth, the planet of sorrows, is one of the hardest and most difficult paths of evolution in the entire cosmos. And to make it even more severe mankind must work out their own salvation — that is the Law.'"

The main reason for the Venusian's visit to Paul Vest was to get him to help Orfeo Angelucci write the story of his contact with Masters from the Maldeckian evolution, still honoring their karmic connections with their younger brothers in evolution, committed or fallen into this the solar system's jail. The Venusian also gave Vest the names of others contacted directly or inspired by the Guardian Visitors in the long range program to increase our self-awareness, Meade Layne, George Van Tassel, Donald Keyhoe, William Pelley, Ray Palmer, E.L. Gardner (English Theosophist), Max Miller, Desmond Leslie, Criswell and a few others. Vest was also urged to get in touch with the Los Angeles "Times" reporter who had helped two Venuses get jobs downtown — but the bewildered scribe could not quite convince himself he was dealing with Visitors from outer space. Finally, Vest was told to get a copy of Oliver's "Phyllos, Dweller on Two Planets" and read and study it.
"In the May-June issue of your Round Robin Journal you ran an article on ICARUS, stating that it was a message from White Star. This material has no connection with White Star and was material issued by Robert Short of the Solar Space Foundation, of which we are not a part. You have not been in the habit of sending your material to us, but on several occasions we have received Journals containing White Star material, and your presentation of the Progress Report and the clearing of the Astral plane was excellent. Thank you.

"Riley, we have many people on the mailing list who also receive the BSRA material, and this mistake of identity has created concern in many avenues. Mainly because our information that was released regarding ICARUS was in direct opposite view to the information that was released by Solar Space Foundation. You used our name on the material with their address, and this has caused more confusion. The Bob Short group is also now using the name Star-lite and this has caused confusion in some minds as people are trying to tie us up. Joshua Tree is a small place and so it creates this confusion.

"White Star has been operating out of Joshua Tree for 11 years and with the same address. PO Box 307. California Zip Code 92252. My communication name is Teska. The name of the work is White Star.

"This mistake was brought to Mr. Short's attention and since he knows you, I assumed that he would inform you, but apparently he hasn't. We are getting ready to publish and necessity demands that we clear this up for our readers, and we would appreciate it if you would help us by doing likewise.

"It is my hope that one of these days when you are in the area of the upper desert you will find your way to our place. It was planned several times by others. We even missed each other at Williams College in 1961, when you could not appear in Berkeley to receive your (Sheepskin?) degree."

Dr. D.C. Rennick

We are glad to have this important difference between the two Joshua Tree sources clarified, and apologize for having confused them. White Star's material on Icarus, released early in March, two months before the Asteroid's comparatively close approach to earth, agreed with the consensus of Western world astronomers. The 4 million mile "miss" of the earth by Icarus presented no physical hazard to us. BUT, Teska wrote, "Icarus will have a great emotional effect within the psychic nature of people. Something, which from all appearances, has already started. Icarus, under full Divine Control, should bring a Light of Hope to humanity instead of the threat of doom. . . Eventually she will take the place Mercury now holds in the Solar System, as Mercury moves out into her new berth in the progression of the planets."
"Perhaps the Ailing Dollar Will Save Us!"

Associate Lola Frease sends us this clip from the April Wells "News Service" letter: "New attitudes among bankers and businessmen towards the war in Vietnam represent, as we have previously pointed out, by far the most important change we are now experiencing, yet one of which the public is still largely unaware. Ever since kings and princes, following the development of firearms, turned to bankers for funds to buy weapons, war has been a profitable enterprise. The bankers, industrialists and generals have been in cahoots ever since. From the conquests of war, the rulers gained more people to rule and tax, industry and tradesmen gained added territory to exploit and bankers got their interest. World War I had many of these elements, as did World War II, the German banking houses and industrialists supporting Hitler with a view to vastly expanded German domination.

"Swift gains in technology, however, have made war so indiscriminately destructive and economically disruptive that for the first time in 500 years the world of banking has become shocked and dismayed and this, providently, over the 'small war' in Vietnam. As we reported, the Wall Street Journal was the first to speak out on this shift of view, but such sentiments are slowly creeping into the pages of business publications. We pray it continues. Altho the President has dramatically recognized the necessity for de-escalation in Vietnam, he is still equating dissent with disunity, while the generals in power remain skeptical about any move towards disinvolvelement. Perhaps the ailing dollar will save us!"

With the Help of Dissenting Students Around the World

Who realize they have no future, even in faraway New Zealand! Here's an interesting clip from the "London Observer" and LA "Times" for Aug. 4, 1968: "Wellington, New Zealand - Planted in the Pacific 1,200 miles from Australia, New Zealand has so far not worried over the possibility of being wiped out by nuclear weapons. This has not prevented her from accepting the protection of the U.S. nuclear umbrella -- paid for, in part at least, by a token commitment of troops in Vietnam. But now New Zealanders are starting to realize some of the possible implications of having their country bound into the U.S. global defense system. Doubts were first provoked by a 'special emergency edition' of the Canterbury University student newspaper Canta which reported that a U.S. Navy team had been surveying sites near Christchurch in New Zealand's South Island for a very-low-frequency radio navigation station of the type known as Omega. The station, said Canta, would be used by Polaris submarines as an aid to firing missiles. Thus, in time of crisis, New Zealand would be regarded by an enemy of the U.S. as a prime nuclear target... This is the first time New Zealanders have been asked to imagine themselves as a nuclear target. The prime minister, with an election set for next year, may be forced to admit that the possibility of a holocaust, no matter how remote, is unlikely to appeal to New Zealand's usually placid voters."

Oh sleepers, awake, awake.
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Our experimental Toner was assembled like this, with the Copper Disc antenna mounted horizontally in slots in the upright wooden dowel supports, with a convenient wooden handle above.

The theory is that Zodiac Color Rays from all directions are picked up by the antenna and funneled down the copper wire lead attached to the dimpled recess in the center. The lead wire puts the energy into the plus side of Coil A, is stepped up and conducted from the center tap of "A" to the plus side of Coil B, stepped up again and conducted from the center tap of "B" by a long lead wire to the body contact plate. The subconscious then selects the color vibration needed to harmonize the local condition.

The Toner doesn't seem to be effective unless the antenna is at least five feet above the ground. So the wire lead from Coil B to the contact plate should be long enough to reach easily from a closet shelf or high dresser to the subject.

A larger copper antenna and more coils do not seem to increase the effectiveness of this borderland gadget. There is no measurable electricity flowing in this circuit, so there's no use arguing with anyone about it. The pragmatic test is the only proof of its effectiveness!
THE VOICE OF THE MASTER OF HUNA

40 years ago, as a schoolteacher in the Kona district of the Big Island of Hawaii, Max Freedom Long was introduced to Hawaiian magic. 15 years later, in Hollywood, he was writing for publication the first of a series of books on the re-discovery of the Ancient Wisdom of the Hawaiian priesthood. Now, for a whole new generation of students of the Pagan Mysteries, Mr. Long is recreating his understanding of Huna, "The Secret", on tape, in a series of lectures which is already evoking an enthusiastic response from students of Huna.

The series is all being done on 5 inch reels, Monaural, at 3 3/4 speed. Available now is a one-hour introductory talk, two sides, one reel, and the first two lessons on one reel, 45 minutes to each lesson. The cost is two reels for $10. If the buyer or student wants to return the tapes in good condition after listening to them, $8 of his original purchase price will be refunded. He is also considering producing the tapes on the little Cassette automatic reels, if there is enough demand.

Order your tapes direct from Max at Huna Research Associates, PO Box 875, Vista, California 92083.

THE HEART TO HEART TRANSPLANT

And How To Do It Etherically, becomes more significant as the flesh peddlers in the hospitals gather round the corpses, like a pack of hungry vultures, cutting out the vital organs which have the highest market value! If you want to avoid this gruesome business, learn how to encourage the vital-organ-replacement-mechanism in your own body! By getting your complexes out of the way so the flow of vitality between body and Etheric Double is unimpeded. Our latest illustrated lecture on health is in three parts.

1. Both breathing and thinking can cause disease. Conversely, control of breath and control of thought can maintain health or balance. How to shift from negative to positive thinking is discussed thoroughly. A simple declarative technique is suggested, to make the tidal motion of the breath work for you instead of against you.

2. The second section is concerned with the Etheric Double and its relation to the physical body AND to the etheric energies of the planet and of the cosmos. Too many metaphysical teachers and students believe that mind or spirit can work directly on matter. This is not so. Etheric energies are the bridge between matter and spirit and you'd better know it if you would progress!

3. A color-ray healing technique for the New Age. This was delivered by Arthur Conan Doyle through medium "Minesta" Cooke in 1931 and 1932. 12 healing rays are given, one for each Sign of the Zodiac, and the 12 force centers in the body to which they are directed.

HEART TO HEART TRANSPLANT, 44 pages, illustrated, mimeo, . . . $1.50
STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF!

You can do it if you want to. The ability is latent within you. If you could just get hold of the levers of power which got you and the world started! Others have done it, and gotten off -- or out -- of this institution, and left a well-marked trail up into space; so you can do it too, if you like. Set up your own "Apollo Project" for getting to the Moon -- the 32nd Path on the Tree of Life; for beyond the Moon lies the Sun, the Spiritual Center of our Universe, your true goal. The Tree of Life is the roadmap of the heavens by which you guide your course. You can learn to draw and use this map in our Studies of the Western Mystery Tradition, "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances", Part II:

Chap. 4: "The Three Great Occult Traditions"
Chap. 5: "The Four Planes of the Universe"
Chap. 6: "The Creation of the Universe"

Each chapter also includes a Workshop of exercises in relaxation, rhythmic breathing, visualization and other drills for health, ESP and Spiritual Growth. 70 page mimeo book... $2.50

* * *

ANNUAL SPACE CONVENTION AT GIANT ROCK, California, Sept. 28-29 --
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